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Salaries COnsidered
For NM Legislators

Jou Cavareua

SANTA FE - State lawmakers
would receive their first legislative
salary as well as a boost in per diem
and mileage allowances, under
terms of a bill introduced Thursday
by Rep. Barney Barnard, D-Curry.

any way to the time the Legislature
is in session,'' Barnard said. And
legislators are not paid for expenses
such as phone bills and traveling
costs incurred outside of the
legislative sessions, he said,

Barnard's bill would set the
lawmaker's salary at $5000 a year.
It would also raise the per diem
allowance from $40 to $60, and
from 10 cents to 20 cents a mile for
one round trip to Santa Fe.
New Mexico lawmakers have
never received a salary for their
services in the Legislature. They do
receive per diem, which is a daily
allowance to defray food and
housing costs while in Santa Fe
during legislative sessions.
"Our services are not limited in

''It's high time we join the
majority of our sister states in
providing a regular salary for
legislators," he said.
Arizona legislators receive an
annual salary of $15,000 plus per
diem
expenses.
Colorado
lawmakers make $14,000 a year and
Texas legislators pull in $7200 every
year, a New Mexico Legislative
Council Service publication said.

The strong winds Wednesday didn't make the job of Ely Montoya
left, and Jesus Smith, right, of the physical plant any easier A~
aba'!doned project in front of the Arts Annex kept blowing off
thmr truck but was rescued by Dee Denkins.

;,om

Barnard's bill was referred to the
House Rules Committee Thursday.
Lawmakers who work .for a
political subdivision such as a
county would come under a special
provision of Barnard's bill.
Barnard, an insurance agent, said
some legislators who are employed
by a political subdivision continue
to receive their regular salary from
the subdivision while they are in
Santa Fe attending legislative
sessions.

UN~

Police Chief Cox
Target of Complaint
Manuel Franco
A criminal complaint against
Berry Cox, University of New
Mexico's police chief and director
of parking services, for allegedly
failing to disclose public records
will be heard in Metropolitan Court
today.
A motions hearing on the
complaint, filed by former UNM
student Thomas Newsome, will be
heard at 1:30 p.m. by Metropolitan
Court Judge Burton Cosgrove in
the Metropolitan Court building at
Roma Avenue and 4th Street

and could not be reached for
comment.
Both University Counsel Peter
Rask and Robert Poole, Cox'
attorney, both said they do not
comment on cases that are in court.

The bill would allow a county,
for example, to deduct a
proportionate amount of pay the
lawmaker would receive from the
county for the time he or she spent
in legislative sessions or interim
committee meetings.
The bill would also allow for
future increases in legislator's per
diem by tying the per diem and
mileage expense payments to the
consumer price index.

Newsome requested records on
Nov. 12, 1981, in a letter to Cox.
Among the records requested were
descriptions of police central and
field organization; rules of
procedure, and job descriptions for
various UNM police personnel,
including C6X. ~
After consulting with Rask, Cox
told Newsome he would not be
allowed to see any of th~ requested
records, Newsome said.
Newsome said he then took his
complaint to Bernalillo County
District Attorney Steven Schiff,
who Newsome said decided not to
prosecute because the case was not
important compared to harsher
crimes such as burglary.
Assistant District Attorney Steve
Slusher said that .. in terms of

The per diem would be adjusted
every July 1st to adjust for inflation
as shown by the consumer price
index.

"If we do not change the curreni
per diem allowance, the only ones
able to serve in the Legislature will
be those on food stamps or the very
rich," Barnard said.

continued on page 6

J!eligioUs Centers Serve Students
Patrick Armijo
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downtown. The complaint' charges
Cox with 32 counts of failure to
disclose public rec()rds.
Newsome, who has been involved
in numerous court cases concerning
disclosure 'of public records, said
Thursday he is taking Cox to court
because he 11 Wants to enforce the
Public Records Act, The act is not
worth two. cents unless it's enforced."
Cox was out of town Thursday

The following centers help meet
the religious needs of the University
of New Mexico community.
AQUINAS NEWMAN CENTER
Aquinas Newman Center is the
Catholic student center at UNM.
Mass is scheduled daily at 4:30p.m.
. and on Sunday at 8, 9:15, l0:30and ·
11:45 a.m. A student mass is held
every Wednesdayat 7 p.m.
.
The . center holds monthly
Penance services the first Saturday
of the month at 3:30 p.m. or by
appointment. Other Sacramental
services are performed by special
~·arrangement.
. .
.
There are two Scripture study
classes. An advanced class meets

from 7 to 9 p.m. on tuesdays and
an introductory class meets on
Wednesdays from 3:15 to-4:15p.m •
and on Thursdays from 7 to 9 p.m.
(both sessions cover the same
material). .
An inquiry class for people interested in the Catholic faith or for
Catholics wishing to renew their
faith is held Wednesdays from 7 to.
8:30p.m.
two new classes will begin this
semester, Exploring your Faith and
Meeting God in Scripture. The
meeting time for the classes have
not yet been determined.
The center also holds retreats,
has a meditation chapel, gives
counseling
(individual
and
marriage), has a snack bar open

·'

,~

'

"I don't think the legislators
should be in the position of being
tempted by under-the-table offers
because the per diem allowance is
so small," Barnard said.

,,..
J'

I

from 9:30 to l :IS p.m., holds
discussion groups and has a library
open from 7 a.m. to lO p.m. The
library has recent religious
periodicals.
The Aquinas Newman Center is
located at 1815 Las Lomas Rd. Nit
CHABAD JEWISH STUDENT
CENTER
The Chabad Jewish Student
Center welcomes Jewish students
front all backgrounds to take part
in activities they offer.
.
The center holds weekend services Saturdays at 10 a.m., however
this schedule varies With holidays.
the center also holds study
groups in Jewish history, basic
Hebrew and basic Judaism.
continued on page 3

One measure has already been
· introduced in the House to increase
legislators' per diem.
Rep. John Lee Thompson, DBernalillo, introduced a measure
Tuesday to increase per diem from
$40 to $75, and boost the mileage
allowance from 10 cents to 25 cents
a mile.
Thompson and other legislators
have said the $40 per diem
allowance is not 1,1nough to meet the
costs of staying in Santa F'e.
Any proposal to increase
legislator's per diem or establish a.·
salary would have to be approved
by- the state's voters as a coli·
stitutional amendment.
New Mexicans have traditionally
defeated such proposals, most
recently in the 1980 election. Since
1910, legislators have proposed 14
per diem hikes, and voters have
approved only three increases.
the most recent increase came in
1975, raising the per diem
allowance front $36 to $40.
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Polish Solidarity Labor Union's Fate 'An Open Question'
WARSAW, Poland -A leading
Communist Party hardliner said
Thursday the fate of the Solidarity
labor union was "an open
question" and it woulq never be
allowed to wield the power it had
before the military crackdown Dec.

newspaper conceded Poland had
"more problems" now than it did
before the crackdown.
A clandestine appeal signed by
the teachers' chapter of the now
disbanded Solidarity union was
circulated in Warsaw high schools.
It called on students to resist what it
described as brainwashing.
"The power, through creating a
psychosis of fear, wants to force
obedience from society. It wants a
young generation of Poles to

become a generation of slaves," the likened it to the pressure exerted by
appeal said.
the Soviet Union to crack down on
With Solidarity suspended, the Solidarity,
powerful Roman Catholic Church,
"They (the church) will exert
led by Archbishop Jozef G]emp, pressure on Jaruzelski from the
has emerged iiS the only un- biggest social force in the nation,"
suppressible voice of protest against the source said.
martial law.
13.
However, outward signs inA source close to the government dicated the martial law regime was
A source close to the government
acknowledged that Polish leader still in the process of tightening its
admiHed the Roman Catholic
Gen. Wojciech Jaruze[ski was grip on Poland.
Church was putting incre11Sing
under strong pressure from the
pressure on the regime to ease
At a Communist Party meeting
church to lift martial law and in the town of Opole, Politburo
martial law and an official
member Albin Siwak, a noted
hardliner, said the future of
Solidarity was "an open question"
whose answer depended "on the
present behavior of its activists, on
the new program of the union and
District of Columbia Police the guarantees that it will never
WASHINGTON -Technicians other factors," Adams said on the
Inspector James Shugart said again get transformed into a
attempted to decipher unintelligible NBC "Today" show.
McAdams said he heard no Thursday's operations con- political party."
portions of the cockpit tape from a
reference
on the cockpit tape to a centrated on retrieving the
crashed Air Florida jetliner
Thursday as divers searched the buildup of ice on the plane, con- remaining engine and wing and two
Potomac River for the last of the 78 sidered a possible cause of the more landing gears as well as the
criiSh, or to any unusual engine last bodies.
victims.
Then, he said, divers will walk
Divers recovered six bodies noise.
But he said, ''Some of the crew's along the river bottom collecting all
during the morning, leaving only
one victim still missing eight days conversation is rather clear and the debris they can find and sending
after the Boeing 737 clipped the then other is overridden by noises it to the surface in baskets.
14th Street Bridge and plunged into and some of it is really unin"You could call it 'Operation
the icy water, killing 74 ,passengers telligible."
ATLANTA Textile fibers
Sweep,'" h~ said.
Clean
The tape was turned over to the
and crew and four commuters on
from seven different places in
Navy
Lt.
Cmdr.
Stephen
board's technicians to improve its
the bridge.
Wayne Williams' home and car
quality by filtering out background Delaplane, in charge of the matched strands found on the
recovery operation, said earlier it
Francis McAdams, a member of nojse,
bodies of his alleged victims, a
the National Transportation Safety
Investigators expect the cockpit will take another week to raise the scientist testified Thursday.
Board, said he listened twice to the voice recorder and a second "black remaining wreckage, much of it the
Forensic scientist l..arry Peterson
cockpit voice recorder tape box,'' the flight data recorder, to size of a beer can.
presented
the state's most
recovered Wednesday from the give them a comprehensive picture
McAdams said three more
evidence
against
muddy river bottom along with the of what happened as Flight 90 took witnesses reported seeing the damaging
Williams
in
the
fourth
week
of his
Flight Data Recorder.
off in a snowstorm Jan. 13 from jetliner lift off from National's
trial
for
the
murders
of
Nathaniel
6869-foot main runway less than
"There are several things we're National Airport.
Cater, 27, and Jimmy Ray Payne,
A second major snowstorm hit 1700 feet from its end - an ab·
going to have to look at in quite
21.
greater depth, but .•. there isn't Washington Thursday, producing normally long run, Normal takeoff
Cater and Payne were among the
anything I would say we're going to conditions similar to those when the would be about 3900 feet down the 28 young blacks killed in a series of
runway.
focus on to the exclusion of some Air Florida 737 crashed.
abduction-murders that ended
when the 23-year-old wound-be
talent scout and photographer came
under suspicion last May.
Peterson, using photographs
representing
400-power
magnifications of the fibers, told
how he used tweezers to take tiny
fibers and doghairs off the bodies
after they were pulled out of the
Chattahoochee River, and how he
and other investigators searched the
house where Williams lived with his
parents.
In all, he said, 10 types of fibers
- five from each victim - had the
same characteristics as those of
Williams' violet bedspread, his
green bedroom carpet, the green
carpeting in his workroom, a blue
We hav• many USED t•xta
bathmat found hanging on a
carport railing, sweepings and
for Spllng 1982 couraea.
carpet samples from his car; and a
yellow blanket found under his bed
in a June 3 search, The yellow
blanket could not be found in a
We buy USED texts
Serving the University of New mexico
second search on June 22.
every day.
Item by item, with the words "no
and the City of Albuquerque.
significant
dif-

Sections of Plane Tape Inaudib-le

Suspending the union when he
declared martial law, Jaruzelski
promised Solidarity would be
allowed to operate again as an
inoependent labor union, but not a
political party.
But earlier this week, Warsaw
radio said the government was
orafting plans for Solidarity's
relations with the Communist Party
- an indication the union would be
kept under party controL Siwak's
comments added to the doubts
about Solidarity's independence as
a labor union.
Poland's bishops, meeting under
Glemp on Tuesday, drafted two
secret .letters - one to Jaruzelski
and the other to the Polish people
to be read throughout the nation's
churches Jan. 31 or a day or two
later.

I}

Student
Bookstote

We're Having Another

Sale!
Saturday from lOam to 4pm
We won't tell you what it is but
we promise that you'll enjoy it.

Shop Eatly

and Save!!

-Religious-------------------continued from page 1

The Chabad Jewish Student
Center is located at 1801 Sigma Chi
NE.
LUTHER HOUSE
Toe Luther House is a Christian
Ministry under the direction ofthe
National Lutheran Ministry.
Worship is held each Wednesday
at 7:30 p.m.; the service includes
singing, lessons, discussions and
sharing the Eucharist.
Luther House has a program
designed to help students qevelop a
more meaningful prayer life; the
program is aimed for the individual
and appointments are made to meet
with the director of the program.
Luther House .also offers study
sessions, retreats and counseling. ·

A retreat will begin Jan. 22 in the
White Mountains of Arizona
For more information see Darius
Larsen at Luther House, 1805 LiiS
Lomas Rd. NE.
UNITED CAMPUS MINISTRY
The United Campus Ministry
incorporates the faith of the United
Presbyterians, Disciples of Christ,
United Church of Christ and
United Methodists to serve the
religious needs of the campus
community.
The center holds student
fellowship groups, retreats,
ecumenical worship (with Luther
House), social action and study
groups, counseling in all areas and
publishes the UCM Prophet.
A progressive Christian group

Defenders of Choice Unified
But Still Fear Anti-Abortion

Fiber Strands Matched
In Atlanta Homicides
fercnce . . . essentially
the
same ... the same microscopic or
optical
characteristics ... "
Peterson drove home the nails of
the state's entirely circumstantial
•
case:
- Among the fibers removed from
the red swimming trunks, the only
item of clothing on ~ayne's body,
were ones "very similar" to the
bedspread, the bedroom carpet, the
station wagon's blue-green carpeting; the blanket and the bathmat.
- Fibers rCM!loved from the hair of
Cater's nude body were ''essentially
the same" as those from the
bedspread, the bedroom carpet, tlie
workroom carpet, the yellow
blanket and partiallY melted nylon
tufts swept up from the rear
floorboard of the car.
"Were you able to find any
significant
optical
differences
between the known fibers from the
Williams house and those found on
Mr. Cater and Mr. Payne?" the
prosecution asked.
"The only difference I noted was
the intensity or fading," Peterson
said.
In those cases, he said, he ran
tests by immersing the known fibers
in water from the river and placing
the container on a windowsill "so it
would get some light." Those left in
the water for three days showed
similar degrees of fading; he said.
He said the fiber matched were
"not exactly the same," but noted
that different fibers from the same
samples would show difference.s in
size, outline and especially color.
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WASHINGTON- Defenders of
women's right to choose abortion
are stronger than a year ago, but
"backdoor" attempts to outlaw the
procedure remain dangerous, a prochoice leader said Thursday.
Faye Wattleton, president of the
Planned Parenthood Federation of
America, said anti-abortion forces
appear to be frustrated in their
efforts, but, "We must always take
seriously any effort to restrict our
freedom."
At the same time, anti-abortion
forces
began gathering in
Washington for their ninth annual
"March for Life" and lobbying
effort aimed at passage of a constitutional amendment outlawing
abortion.
"March for Life" organizer
Nellie Gray said the ''real hard
news" about Friday's demonstration "is that thousands of prolifers continue to make an annual
witness for life .. , (so) the world
wlll cllhtinue-to"know that· abortion
is an abomination and that there is
a strong prolife voice of the
citizenry to stop this American
holocaust."
The march traditionally brings

some 10,000 demonstrators, ineluding large numbers of parochial
school children, to the capital on
·the anniversary of the Supreme
Court decision striking down most
anti-abortion legislation.
Focus of this year's effort is what
Gray calls the "Paramount 'Unity'
Human
Life Amendment,''
sponsored by Sen. Jesse Helms, RN.C., which would "assure that the
paramount right to life of each
human being, born and preborn
fr?m fertilization, is protected
w1thout regard to age, health or
condition of depen~ency;" ..
At least 27 btlls bmttmg or
banning ~bortion. have be~n introduced m the current sesston of
Congress.
But Wattleton told a breakfast
session with reporters: "We are in
better shape than we were a year
ago. In 1980 there was a perception
that there was a mandate from the
country on these (social) issues, but
we have seen that was not true."
Wattleton singled as particularly
dangerous a proposal by Sen, Orrin
Hatch, R-Utah, to allow Congress
and the individual states to write
their own anti-abortion laws.
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Clearance Sale
BOOTS

SHOES

NOWASLOWAS

NOWASLOWAS

*35.00

*15.88

All Leather Candies
Boots

I.eather & Suede Styles
Sizes 4Y.z-10

1:

l

f

If you missed our bus pass sales.
in the SUB, you can come to
Sun-Tran, 601 Yale S.E.
SAM to 5PM, Monday-Friday.
Semester Pass* ........................ $50.00
Commuter Pass
(1 calendar month) .... $16.00
Punch Pass
(20 rides) .................. $ 8.00
·available only to fUll-time students of
an accredited post High School educational institution in Albuquerque.
A full-time student at UNM is registered for 12 undergraduate hours
or 6 graduate hOurs.

For information call

ALL FRYE BOOT~
NOW ON SALE

3/lli!IJ!ti/~()ll
lllvi~
Cf:i/AtJ~f

5307 Men~~~ Blvd. 881 _1642

2IIIt1Cks cust of San Mateo
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which will relate Christian ethb
and methods to personal and social
issues of the day will begin meeting
Jan, 25 at noon at the UCM center
and will meet every Monday during
the semester.
United Campus Ministry and the
psychology department are offedng
a new one-credit-hour course in the
psychology of religion this
semester. The course will look at
the psychological roots of religion,
The course will be team taught by
William Miller, associate professor
of psychology and Mark Rutledge,
UCM director.
The United Campus Ministr!'
Center is located at ISO I Las Lomas
NE.
BAPTIST STUDENT CENTER
The Baptist Student Center
provides Christian worship,
ministry and evangelism for all
interested students.
The center's activities include
retreats, prayer groups, smgmg
groups, leadership training conferences, missions and fellowships.
A Vespers group meets Thursdays from 5:30 to 6:30 p.m.; a
speaker makes a presentation
followed by a Bible study.
The center has organized a
noonday meal where pastors of
various churches speak. A lunch
will be served for $1. The noonday
meal will be held each Wednesday
beginning with the first week of the
Spring semester
The center is also forming an
ensemble group. Interested people
can call the center for an audition.
Auditions will be held Jan. 24-29.
For more information contact
the center at 243-5401 or drop by
the center at 401 University NE.
CHRISTIAN STUDENT CENTER
This center holds services every
Sunday and Thursday at 7:30p.m.

BAHA'I
STUDENT
ASSOCIATION
This group believes in all the
scriptures of major religions. They
feel the differences in dogma are
due to time differences from which
each religion emerged, The group
feels man has come to the point
where mankind can unite as a whole
and eliminate sects. Informal talks
arc held every Wednesday in room
230 in the sun at 2:30p.m.
CHRISTIANS ON CAMPUS
This group docs not focus on
do:trine but is interested in experiencing Christ in daily life. The
group meets With the non·
The following are religious denominational
Church
in
groups interested students may wish Albuquerque on Tuesdays and
to join:
Thursdays at 7;30 p.m. and for
THE
INTER-VARSITY Sunday services either at 9:30a.m.
CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
or 5 p.m. The group is also planThe
Inter-Varsity
Christian ning on setting up a Bible study on
Fellowship is a non-denominational Fridays at noon, Interested students
group that looks at how can drop in on a meeting at the
Christianity aff eels all aspects of church which is located at 2933
life. The group also holds Bible Monte Vista Blvd. NE.
studies. It meets every Monday at
the International Center at 7:30 STUDENT ASSOC.ATION of the
CHURCH of LATTER DAY
p.m.
,
THE
UNM
CHRISTIAN SAINTS
FELLOWSJUP
This group provides activities for
This group is open to Christians students who are members of the
interested in small weekly Bible Church of Latter Day Saints, but
studies. The group's meetings the group is open to anyone willing
inclnde Bible. studies, personal to participate. The group meets at
testimony and singing. A meeting the Church of Latter Day Saints
time for the Spring semester has yet Institute of Religion at 160 I Grand
to be determined. Anyone in- Ave. NE. The group meets on
terested in tile group should contact Wednesdays from 12 to l p.m.
Steve Casaus at 266-4718.
MARANATHA
CHRISTIAN
CAMPUS CRUSADE for CHRIST CENTER
This group helps students
This group is open to people who
develop leaders on campus. believe in the word and teachings of
Meetings consist of leadership Jesus Christ. The group's meetings
training classes and a fellowship include teachings from the word of
time where members sing and God and giving thanks to the Lord.
perform skits. The group meets The group meets at 7 p.m. on
each Thursday at 7 p.m. in room Sundays at 1806 Sigma Chi Rd.
203 of the Basic Medical Science NE. and from ll a.m. to I p.m. in
Building.
the SUB.
The center also offers threecredit-hour Bible courses through
Abilene Christian University; some
UNM colleges accept this class as a
humanities credit and most UNM
colleges accept the class as an
elective, Tuition for the courses is
$10 a. credit hour. There is no
charge for non-credit courses.
The center also offers social
functions, retreats and counseling.
The
center
is
interdenominational and all interested
people are invited to drop by the
center, The Christian Student
Center is located at 130 Girard NB.
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Combined Shows Succeed with Talent, Fail with Parking

Forum

Robert Sanchez

by Gar.ry Trudeau

DOONESBURY

Editorial

First Year Merits No Celebration
the draft situation stayed the same, despite campaign
promises_
At least we're not in<! war. The Middle East may be
heating up and El Salvador is in a tizzy but the United
States is not, at this moment, in" war.
Economic, domestic and international pictures are
perhaps a little bleak but don't worry we can all forget
our problems at the $2 million Reagan anniversary
party. We can't wait to get our invitation.

Anniversaries elicit review, After a year, the tendency is to an~lyze where the situation stands.
Inflation is down to a single digit. What a relief. But
unemployment is at its highest point since World War
II and the country i& in a "deep recession" with the
gross national product dropping 5 percent since
October. The tax cut was fun - if you're rich.
No big changes on the domestic front. In fact, even

5/IY, PHil, GOO!?
If; THIS QIRST(Oii

BOX A

REVIEW
The 46th Edition of the Ice

fA$5, I

Follies qnd Holiday on Ice Combined Shows began Wednesday

/p~.

viM. te/
Ml'CHfCK.

eveliing with a colorful array of
skaters, costumes, lights and
performances.
The skaters lived up to the ex-

Letter

'Wallop' Letter Disturbs Reader
(Jan 15) nor L~e's {Jan 18). So I really don't know
what Chuck is so beefed up about.
Yet, he makes his attitude clear. "The abuse (the
kitten) took was second only to mine. For what is the
comparison of a swift kick compared to the grueling
pain of a pelt slash from a father?"
Chuck, I'm truly sorry your father abused you as a
child. But I'd really give all this some serious thought.
That same thinking that describes a helpless kitten as
an "animal (whose) only concern is pooping on the
carpet and whining at 2 o'clock in the morning" could
easily apply to a child. Both just need a little more
proper care and attention. Love will quiet a crying
animal a lot faster than your own self-professed
method of cruelty (i.e. "the swift kick").
I probably will also be considered a "bleeding-heartanimal-loving. , , pinko propagandist." by Mr.
Wallop.
But, to put it simplistically, in a way he can understand, two wallops don't make a right.

Editor:
It was with great curiosity that I read Chuck
"Wallop" Walla's letter to the editor in Wednesday's
Lobo. Curiosity, and great concern.
Mr. Wallop's letter, while barely coherent, is clear
enough. His confessed enjoyment over inflicting pain
on helpless animals, his avid defense of another's
cruelty, and his willingne~s to justify it with an analogy
of his own father's brutality, certainly gives one
thought as to the nature of violence today. Violence'
begets violence. A parent senselessly hits his child,
who then senselessly hits his pet, and grows up to
senselessly hit his child; and perhaps his wife,
It's this type of mentality that's at the core of the
tremendous tragedy of child and wife abu~e: the need
to expres~ and release anger and frustration through
violence towards the defenseless.
It has been estimated that those who suffer abuse
as a child are about 20 times more likely to inflict abuse
on their own child. Indeed, over three quarters of child
and wife abusers were abused themselves as a cild.
I should admit that I've rA~rl nPithP.r Dave's letter

IT'S II

pectations of their championship- . German National Pair champions
and fifth-place winners in the 1972
winning credentials.
Although
advertisements Winter Olympics.
promoted Andras Sallay and
The German pair had a dynamic
Christina Regoczy, 1980 World style that seemed to fire up the
Champion Ice Dancers and 1980 crowd, The duo skated in perfect
Olympic Silver Medalists, the unison and their [eve for skating
skaters who received the best was apparent on the rink,
·
responses from the audience were
Th;'l('s not to say Sallay and
undoubtedly Almut Lehmann and
Herbert
Wiesinger,
three-time Regoczy were any worse. On the
contrary, the pair also had a special
style and finesse that woulq make
l!llY onlooker feel like going out on.·
the ice a.od performing.
Two other outstanding individual
performances were John Carlow,
Junior Gold Medalist in the 1973
U.S. National Figure Skating
Competitions and Allen Schramm,
whose most recent achievements
were gold medals in . both· St.
Gervais, France and Oberstdorf,
Germany in 1979 and a silver medal

in the 1979 Prague Skate in nine inside the coliseum for security
and the other three directing
Czechoslovakia.
The antics of comic skater Hans parking. He said hi~ m.en were late
Leiter showed the same skill that in opening the rest of the gates, but
Carlow and Schramm had with for the remaining performances,
the gates will be open several bouts
added comical stunts.
in
.advance.
All in all, the 46th Edition of the
combined shows were well worth
There is a preferred parking lot
the price of the tickets ..
for handicapped people next to the
However, not everything related .coliseum that can be reached easily
to the performance was positive, from the San Pedro gate.
The shortcomings were not the
Tickets for the Ice Follies and
fault of the skaters, but rather the
Holiday .on lee Combined Shows
parking.
The coliseum was only half-filled arc available at Tingley Coliseum
by nearly 8 p.m. and the show was and all Giant Ticket outlets.
scheduled to s.tart at 7;30 p.m.
Needless to say, the show wru;
delayed, but many people missed
the first several performances.
Feyllne Ptesents
Security officer A. M. Giron,
who was in charge of parking, said
that he has a staff of 12 people -

The
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Cars

DOONESBURY

Fred Goldstein

Legislator Attacks Lobby Efforts
Students of UNM:
As a student of UNM (Law School) as well as a
legislator who strongly supports higher education, I
was appalled at the total lack of interest the ASUNM
Lobby Committee and student body president showed
in the budget process in the Appropriations Subcommittee on Higher Education. The decisions made
in this Subcommittee directly affect the students a.t
UNM, who, because of their Lobby Committee
chairman's irresponsive conduct, will fail to have their
voices heard in the budget process. In the past, the
students' lobbyists made valiant attempts to express
students' concerns in the areas of tuition, womens'
athletics and reduction of funding. This year the
Committee, its chairman, Mike Gallegos, and student
body president Austin, spent their time showboating
while students' interests fell by the wayside.
You would think that with a budget exceeding
$4000 that its chairman could do what's expected of a
lobbyist, such as: meet legislators, provide information, and most importantly, represent the people
they work for. This year, however, no effort was made
to meet Higher Education Subcommittee members,
no information was provided, and most distressingly
the Committee, its chairman and the student body
president were pathetically derelict to the peCJple who
they are reprgsenting; the students of UNM.
It appears that the Committee and its chairman are

using their positions to further their own ambitions ~t
the price of the students. I strongly suggest the
students demand an accounting of their fees that were
in my opinion misappropriated by the lobby Committee and the student body president. Further, I
recommend the Student Senate @"nduct an immediate investigation as to how the money was spent.
Please keep in mind the following points:
1. No one from the Lobby Committee made an
attempt to contact Subcommittee members on the
budget.
.
2. Decisions from the Subcommittee have been
over-turned once. In that instance it was only a
language amendment.
3. The BEF tuition victory claimed by Lobby
Chairman Gallegos was not a victory at all. The
Subcommittee recommended the LFC recommendation for tuition4. Letters Lobby Committee chairman, Gallegos,
and student body president Austin may get vouching
for their character cannot undo the harm already
done.
Despite the lack of effort form the Lobby Committee, Democratic legislators will continue to support
higher education as well as the students' interest in
the Legislature.
Robert J. Aragon
State Representative
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Jon Carlow (right} of the Holiday On Ice-Ice Follies show, performs a · Lehmann (left}, West Germany's premier jazz skater, during her perflip during his routine Wednesday night at Tingley Colliseum. Almut formance.

NASA Show
To Entertain
City Schools

Solv• with H•wl•tt-Packard

CALCULATORS

The National Aeronautics and
Space Administration will bring a
piece of the moon to New Mexico
schools Monday through Feb_ 12.

HP·34C
Advanced Scientific Programmable
With Continuous Memory.

In addition to moon rocks, the
traveling lecture show will include
demonstrations of how a space snit
works, the insulating power of heat
shield tiles from the space shuttle,
and how space probes receive and
send information via radio
.telemetry.
Dr. Angelo Casaburri, aerospace
education specialist for NASA, will
speak at schools. in Las Vegas,
Raton, Springer, Santa Fe, Pecos,
Socorro, Silver City, Bayard, Las
Hatch,
Mountainair,
Cruces,
Belen,
Los
Lunas
and
Albuquerque.

REG. $150.00

Special $119.00

FJj;-

BACK TO SCHOOL SPECIALS
Scientific with Statistics
HP-32E
Scientific Pr~rammable with Continuous Memor~
H'P'-33C
HP~37E
Business Calculator
Alphanumeric Full Progratnl])able with
HP-41C
Continuous Memor~
Alphanumeric Full Programmable with Continuous
HP-41CV
Memor~ & (2,233 B~es)
Desktoe Prosrammable with Printer
HP-97
HP'8210A Card Reader
HP-82143A Printer
HP-82153A Oetical Wand
HP-82170A Quad
HP-llC
Advanced Slim-Line Programmable with
Continuous Memor~
Slim-Line Financial Programmable with
HP-12C
Continuous Memor~

For the second year in a row, this
ptesentatkm has been sponsored
and coordinated by UNM.
The Albuquerque schools chosen
for presentations are John Adams
Mid School, Feb. 11, and Rio
Grande High School, Feb. 12.
Richard Sanchez, director of the
Health . Careers Opportunity
Progam in the College of Pharmacy
and Dental Programs, said the
aemonstrations include models of
various rockets used in the United
States space program, a model of
the space shuttle, discussion of
research ill to future aircraft designs
and an emergency "space envelope" that 11stronauts can crawl
into if a spaceship accidentally loses
•
air pressure.

~

J

UST
$55.00
$90.00
$75.00

SALE
$45.00
$74.95
$59.95

$250.00
$375.00
$750.00
$215.00
$385.00
$125.00
$95.00

,275.00
$600.00
$179.95
$325.00
$112.50
$79.00

$135.00 $119.95
$150.00

$129.95

SALE ENDS

1/31/82

401 WYOMING NE•265•79B1
Quality products lor the World ol Science, l:ngineering & Business.
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Feb. 28
Tingley
Coliseum
with

speclnlguest

Nick Lowe
and Chaps
Tickets

HOLMAN 1 S~

\

I

In concert

All HP-41CV Application Pacs 10% Less with this ad.
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.'1
£1. ,

HEWLETT

~~PACKARD

ViSA
MASTER CHARGE:
AMERICAN EXPRESS

on Sale
Tommortow
c.t c.ll Glc.nt Tickets Outlets~
Sec.ts, both Genetc.l Stotes,
Wild West music downtown
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-Cox-------------------------continued from page 1

Newsome has also filed a similar
"unconstitutionally vague,"
These two points arc the "keys" complaint against Carman Bliss,
dean of UNM's College of
to the case, Newsome said.
"If only the district attorney can Pharmacy.
Newsome said he has made
prosecute," Newsome saio, the act
is not worth the paper it's written public record requests to various
groups and inctividuals, including
on."
Newsome said that if Cox wins Schiff, state Attorney General Jeff
the case using these arguments, the Bingaman, the New Mexico State
Public Records Act will ''no longer Police and the Environmental
exist" because it will be declared Protection Agency.
unconstitutional.
Newsome, who graduated from
The case will eventually be ap- UNM in I 977 with a bachelor's
pealed to the New Mexico Supreme degree in journalism, ])as also
Coun, no matter who wins today, requested records of an internal
Newsome said.
audit conducted by the UNM
IJ convicted, Cox may be sen- athletic department from John
tenced to not less than 60 days nor Perovich, UNM's vice president for
more than six months in jail and/or business and fianace.
11ned not less than $250 nor more
The focus of most of the
"The Student Body" is a coordinated effort of UNM's Student Health
than $500 for each violation,
requests, including the one against Center and the Daily Lobo to inform readers about health-related issues.
Cox are for public records con- It's contents are not intended to provide medical advice for individual
cerning' 'rules of the road," such as problems. Those should be obtained from your physician. Please address
policy statements , rules and editorial inquiries 101 Bennette Meyer, UNM Student Health Center, Main
regulations and job descriptions, Campus, 87131.
Newsome said,
Weight Control
None of the groups from whom
The most popular New Year's resolution of the Student Health Crnter
records were requested fully population is a desire to trim off excess weight and begin an active ex~rci~e
complied with the request, program. Information about the safety or n11tritionaladequacy of popular
SANTA FE - Anyone convicted make most people think twice Newsome said, but Cox completely
diets are among the most frequent requests of students wanting to lose
of drunk driving in New Mexico before getting behind the wheel refused to show any records,
weight in a healthy way. The need for quick results without the required
would have to spend at least five while under the influence."
Making such records public physical activity commitment is often responsible for less-than-sound
days in jail under terms of a
The proposed constitutional forces these groups to apply their
resolution introduced Thursday by amendment reads: "Any person rules and regulations evenly. and dieting choices,
A safe rate of weight loss is usually two to three pounds 9er week with
Sen. Les Houston, D-Bernalillo.
upon being convicted for the first consistently, Newsome said. People slightly greater amounts expected in the initial stages. Although the end
If approved by the Legislature, time of driving while intoxicated should have equal access to rules
result of extreme weight control measures will be a weight drop on the
the measure -- Senate Joint shall serve a mandatory jail term. and regulations bureaucrats cite to
scales, the loss is usually of water and body muscle tissue as well as the
Resolution 5 - would give New The length of the term shall be from them, he said, because those rules
Mexico voters the opportunity of five to thirty days at the discretion are used to justify bureaucrats' target fatty tissue deposits.
The body does have storage capabilities for some nutrients, but daily
approving or rejecting an amen- of the trial judge but the jail term actions.
replenishing of protein, water soluable vitamins (B complex and C) as well
dment to the state constitution shall not be subject to probation or
as some minerals, tiber, and body water are necessary to replace daily
requiring mandatory jail terms for suspension . .,
losses. Regardless of their source, around 650 to 800 calories are needed as
Where
can
I
go
if
I
want
general
drunk drivers convicted for the first
The
resolution
was
referred
to
University information? Office of "protein sparing" calories (calories which will provide enough energy fuel
time.
·
Rules,
Public
three
committees:
School Relations, 1716 Las Lomas for the brain and vital functions to continue hourly), Otherwise, muscle
"We are losing the battle to
Affairs
and
Judiciary.
NE, x 5161: or Dean of Students stores and other protein tissues will be metabolized for energy in place of
drunk driving," Houston, a
If approved by the House and Office, Mesa Vista Hall 1129, x fatty deposits. However, the quantity of these stores in the body are only a
gubernatorial candidate, said in
explaining his measure, "The Senate, it would appear on the 3361; or UNM Information Ser- few hundred grams (perhaps two beers and a slice of pizza's worth!) and
can supply the energy needed for body processes for perhaps half a day.
vices, (info. tape bank) x 6281.
adoption of this amendment will November general election ballot.
Therefore, except for the first feW hours of starvation or excessively low
F;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;===============;;;;;===;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;_:;;;_=:;_:;::;;;_:;-_:;;;_:;;;_:;:_:;;;_;:_=:;_ caloric intake, the major effects are progressive depletion of the body's.
1 own tissue, both muscle and fat stores ..
1 In addition, the body requires a certain amount of bulk to keep muscle
1 tone and digestive functions active. Fasting or liquid diets are quite an
l adjustment following normal food intake or over-eating patterns and
I severe compensation reactions (including heart beat irregularities) are
I reported to be associated with the liquid protein diets. Vitamin deficiencies
may also occur, especially if tissue stores were depleted before the severe
restrictive intakes began.
Chances are that most weight-conscious students have attempted to keep
off
a few snack foods and occasional beers (alcohol supplying no nutritional
value but plenty of calories) in the diet to keep it tolerable while still
holding the calories within an acceptable range. The resulting percentage
of already minimal intake of food is nutritionally inadequate, but
psychologically satisfying.
one coupon
The attraction of the popular fasting regimens provides the favorable
per pizza
mental component of having overcome the compulsions to eat or binge
with an incredible sense of power and self-confidence insuccessful
3920 Central SE
discipline of the emotions. This sense of control may feel tremendous to
262-1662
someone whose mind has been demanding to be fed constantly. During the
fast, the mind may not need to be fed but the body continues it's depenExpires i-31·82
dence on the same daily quota of
protein, vitamins, and minerals as
----~----J
24 hours earlier. The body's own
stores will be depleted to supply the
deficit.
With any dieting practice, it is
wise to keep in mind the following
guidelines:
A convenient way for Non-Resident Students and
Diet under the supervision of a
Staff to take care of those between class and work
doctor or nUtritionist.
Consider the effects of any
meals.
medications or drugs ( including
Buy in advance, all those dinners before your
caffeine and alcohol) being taken
Wednesday night lab, and for many other meals you
while on restrictive food intake.
need to have while oh campus.
Analyze your ?ood intake by
·
identifying the times, places, social
It's a wise move into the
conditions and frequency of your
Use Entree card for $16.00 worth of any comeating patterns. Share this record
bination of meals at La Posada. Buy one or as many
residence halls, and the price
as you need. Just $14.00, a $16.00 value.
with the doctor or nutritionist to
is right. Space is available for
locate improper food choices and
life-style patterns.
the Spring Semester, but appInquire about water, fruit' juice
ly early! Don't be left out.
and vitamin supplementation to
your doctor while on restrictive
food intakes,
Try keeping a record of all the
snack and high calorie foods you
~'could have eaten when offered or
available ... but REFUSED."
This practice can be as effective
as fasting mentally in achieving a
sense of control and power over
curbing food compulsions. A
savings of 3500 calories .represents
one pound of fat you could have
gained!
Contact: Housing Reservations
Question seriously your inLa Posada Hall
tentions
and commitment in losing
277-2606
weight. Realize that it takes a
permanent change in eating patterns - and often life style and
activity choices- to retain the loss.
private complaints," whether or
not to prosecute is left up to the
discretion of the district attorney's
office and that the office "just
decided not to get involved."
A
document
filed
in
Metropolitan Court by the Poole,
Tinnin and Martin law 11rm states
that the complaint should be
dismissed because only the district
attorney is allowed to take such
cases to court under section 36-1-19
of the New Mexico Statues
Annotated (I 978).
The document also states that the
complaint should be dismissed
because section 14-2-3 (NMSA,
1978), which is the part of the
Public Records Act concerning
penalties for violating the act, is

Drunk Drivers To Be Jailed
In Proposed NM Resolution

$1

any
pizza

La Posada's Entree Card

t

~·i

I.

~
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Reagan's Nuclear Policy Criticized
By Center for Defense Information
WASHINGTON - The Center.
for Defense Information, a liberaloriented defense think tank, said
today tnat most of the Army's
nuclear weapons stored on U.S. soil
arc at two large depots in New York
and California.
The center, in a report critical of
President
Reagan's
nuclear
weapons program, identified the
bases as the Seneca Army Depot in
Romulus, N.Y., and the Sierra
Army Depot, near Herlong, Calif.
"The majority of the Army's
nuclear weapons are overseas with
most of the remaining stored at two
large depots," said the center in a
report on America's nuclear
weapons strength.
It said that the Army's Seneca
and Sierra depots "are storage and
transhipment points to carry
nuclear weapons to Europ~ and
Asia. The lance and 8-inch artillery
'neutron' weapons will probably be
stored at Seneca.
The report also said that at Fort
Sill, Okla., the Army trains units
for the Pershing, Lance and nuclear
field artillery weapons systems and
thl\t two Lance battalions are
stationed there.
"There are nuclear artillery
battalions at eight other Army
bases but they probably do not have·
nuclear weapons with them," the
report said.
"Nuclear weapons have become
the conventional weapons of
American forces today," said the
center's director, retired Rear Adm.
Gene La Rocque, during a press
conference called to release the
repon,

As for the Navy, the report
named the following eight naval
bases used by nuclear weapons
carrying ships and submarines,
where it said nuclear weapons are
also stored at nearby depots. They
(lre;

Alameda, Calif., Naval Air
Station; Charleston, S.C., Naval.
Base; New London, Conn.,
Submarine Base; Long Beach,
Calif., Station; Mayport, Fla.,
Naval Station; Norfolk, Va., Naval
Base: Pearl Harbor, Hawaii,
Submarine and Naval Base; and the
San Diego, Calif., Naval Base.
It also said the Navy's seven main
storage depots for nuclear weapons
are in Leonardo, N.J.; Charleston,
S.C.; Concord, Calif.; Seal Beach,
Calif.; Yorktown, Va.; and
Waikele and Pearl Harbor, Hawaii,
The report also liets four naval
air bases where it said it is possible
nuclear weapons are stored: Oceana
near Virginia Beach, Va.; Cecil
Field in Florida; Whidbey Island in
Washington; and North Island in
San Diego.

It said that nuclear-capable antisubmarine helicopters and aircraft
squadrons are rotated to carriers
from Cecil Field, Jacksonville,
Fla., and North Island. Nuclear
weapons training course are
conducted at the Norfolk, Va.,
Naval Air Station and at Kirtland
AFB,N.M.
The report also said that landbased P-3 squadrons for antisubmarine missions are located at
four bases and are regularly rotated

Talk To Show How Humor
Helps Jews Survive in Russia

to four more bases in the United
States or is territories, They are:
Moffett Field, Calif,; Barbers
Point, Hawaii; Brunswick Air
Station, Me.; Jacksonville Air
Station, Fla.; Adak Sation, Alaska;
Agana Air Station, Guam; Midway
Island Air Facility; and Roosevelt
Roads Station, Puerto Rico.
As for the Air Force, the report
lists the presence of nuclear
weapons at its 19 Strategic Air
Command Bases and nine Intercontinental Ballistic Missile sites in
the United States. '
The report also lists another 42.
air bases and air force locations
throughout the United States which
it said are directly or indirectly
connected with nuclear weapons
use or storage- some of them oilly
o~casionally.

These bases and sites are part of
the Air Force's air defense system,
the Tactical Air Command, the
logistics command, and the military ·
airlift command.
As for the Energy Department's
nuclear weapons and nuclear
materials programs, the report lists
its three main laboratories at los
Alamos, N.M.; Livermore, Calif.,
and Albuquerque, N.M.
The report also said the major
nuclear
weapons
productions
facilities are located at the Rocky
Flats plant in Golden, Colo.; the
Kansas City, Mo., plant of the
Bendix Corp.; Monsanto's Mound
laboratory at Miamisberg, Ohio;
GE's Pinellas plant at Clearwater,
Fla.; Union Carbide's plane at Oak
Ridge, Tenn.; DuPont's Savannah
River plant at Aiken, S.C.; and the
Pantex plant at Amarillo, Texas.

These crows, braced against the brisk wind Thursday, were perched on a tree on the North Campus Golf Course.

AGROUPABOUTWOMENANDCHANGE
e

Wednesdays 9-11 a.m., beginning Feb. '3, tor 6 weeks. llmHed to pre·reglstetod par•
tlclpants. For In for mall on and indiYidual pre·r_egistratlon intetvl4:1w call277·4537, Together,
we will emplo~ verbal and non~erbal cotJnseling approaches to mplore changG In ourselves,
our relationshiPS and our world.
FaciUialed by Carolina Yatme, M.A., SHu:fenl Mentnl Health Service. Free 1 1 d 1
enrolled tor 6 01 more hours.
·
o s u en s

Carol Robles of the UNM Office
Humorist Paul Panish will give a
free public lecture titled "From of International Programs and
Russia with Guts: The Plight of Services said the lecture will portray
Soviet Jews, Dissidents and the oddities of Soviet life and
Refuseniks" Monday at 2:30 p.m. problems Soviet Jews have in
in the Ortega Hall Reading Room adjusting to American life.
"The lecture will also portray the
at the University of New Mexico.
rich humor of the Soviet Jews," she
Sponsored by the UNM Russian said. "Their jokes and tales show
Studies Program, Panish •s talk is how their traditional love of
based on his new book, Exit Visa- laughter has helped them to survive
The Emigration of the Soviet Jews,
three generations of Soviet life.''
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WELCOME BACK
STUDENTS!
We've Missed You!
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For every Donation at Vale Blood Plasma, you will
receive a Coupon for a Free Large Order of French Fries,
~ compliments of McDonald's.
~
~ Redeemable only at 2200 Central SE location.
~
~ Offer expires Feb. 26, 1982.
~

~

I ,..-----------------------,
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New donors bring this coupon and valid stu· 1
1
dent or military ID on First Donation Only for a
$5.00 Bonus. Not good with other coupons. Limit
1
one per donor. Expires 1·31-SZ
1
1
UYALE BLOOD PLASMA, INC.O
1
1
·Coupon No. 4·
1

1
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Fernando Bujones Headlines Popejoy NMBC Performance
Leslie Donovan
Tonight an American ballet
legend comes to Popejoy Hall,
bringing with him a gala of New
Mexico dance firsts.

New School of Old Styles
Beats Out The Real Thing
I have to admit a partiality to
surf music and mosrit~ guitars with
Jots of reverb. The whole of my
seventh grade education was
dedicated
to
learning
the
"Wipeout" drum solo on my. ~esk
top. Aside from the formal cn!lque
above and all of the writing on
source and schools of approach,
this is an oddly haunting album.
The empty, expansiveness of
guitarist Mark Neill's playing oozes
out of the speakers, backed by a
metronomic rhythm section of bass
and drums punching out quartertime. Lead vocalist Bruce Joyner
has a voice made for curled upper
lips. Grunts, moans and shouts
work in conjunction with the lyrics
like vocal punctuation. This style of
singing can very easily fall into
cliche, but Joyner avoids it with a
sincerity of intent that comes from
the gut.
Altogetber the band and the
album convey a seriousness and
respect for their sources while
simultaneously keeping the music
fresh and relevent to current
concerns. Getting down to the
basics, this is a good album. On the
proverbial scale of one to I0, this is
an eight. I liked this album from the
first time I put it on. It's definitely
high-volume and dancing is an
immediate reaction to most of the
songs.

The Unknowns
Dream Sequence
Sire Records
Review by Ray Abe_vla

Side one opens with a rhythmic
drum and guitar intro, hollow
sounding with lots of reverb.· It
breaks. into a chant, deep and
gutteral, pQnctuating the timing in
short. grunting bursts, something in
the fashion of early Elvis. The
album maintains this sound
throughout both sides; neurotic
surf music for the eighties.
The Unknowns first album
follows in the footsteps of a general
trend of eclecticism in rock-based
music. They are not so much innovators of new forms as they are
combiners of existing ones. Their
approach to sound is derived from
a number of sources, all of them
firmly based in early rock and its
derivatives. The most obvious is the
surf sound, specifically The
Ventures. Down to the indorsement, it's Ventures through
and through, with "The Unknowns
play only Mosrite Guitars," on the
album jacket. This line and Mosrite
guitam are a Ventures trademark
and an Unknowns obsession.
The instrumentation relies on the
Art appreciaticn tnlres its toll en Rex ClauS!BI's s:ulpture, "Pr/rritiVtJ_ Camas': T~ ~lpture on the Ventures/surf approach as a point
of departure, a solidly based
!DUth lawn of the SJB ,..5 installed temporarily in DliCBfTiber, and has snce been the vtctJm of rNerzealous
foundation of simple rhythms and
critics.
outstanding three-chord guitar lines
moving with consistent pacing Del Shannon
Drop Down and See Me
throughout each cut. The foundation .is elaborated on by jux- Sometime
Elektra/Asylum
taposing it with punk inflections,
Review bv Tim Henderson
reggae and 60s British pop.
Don't. An extended exercise in
However, their re-combinations of
a basic language are not without self-pity and feeble except for the
poetry and coherency to the masterful production of Tom Petty
component parts. The approach is and the fine playing of the Hearstrictly romantic, and respectful of tbreakers, who back up all of the
its origins. As the history of the songs. Maybe Del will sound better
rock tradition continues to tack on when he cheers up a little.
years and events, styles within the
form will continuosly emerge as
schools of approach. The Where can ( go if I want inUnknowns fit best into this formation on honorary andor
category. They are almost an service organizations? Student
academic extension of the late Activities Center, New Mexico
fifties/early sixties school of rock Union 107, x 4706; Dean of
and roll adapting itself to the Students Office, Mesa Vista Hall
1129,x3361.
1980's.

'.•

Internationally
acclaimed,
Fernando Bujones, principal
dancer for the American Ballet
Theatre, will appear for the first
time in Albuquerque in the recently
revived New Mexico Ballet
Company's (NMBC) Renaissance
premiere.
In honor of Bujones first New
Mexico appearance and his
achievement as one of the world's
finest dancers, Mayor Harry
Kinney has proclaimed today
"Fernando Bujones Day" in
Albuquerque.

Also for the first time in
America, Bujones will perform
Carmen with Ann Marie De
Angelo, a principal dancer for the
J offrey Ballet.
De Angelo was chosen to dance
with B!ljones when Nancy Raffa,
his intended partner, injured herself
dancing.
The couple will also dance a duet
from Act II of the classic Swan
Lake.
In residence at Suzanne's School
of Classical Ballet here in
Albuquerque, the New Mexico
Ballet Company, first established in
1972, returns to performing status
with three works by NMBC
choreographers.
Lorenzo Luckie, NMBC's artistic
director, has contemporized and
rechoreographed The Firebird, a

De Angelo also received a medal
popular ballet originally presented
by the Ballet Russe, Suzanne for Technical Excellence at Varna,
Johnston, NMBC's assistant Bulgaria in 1976 in a competition
director, will present a classical that could be described as the
piece to Brahms called Brahms' Dance Olympics.
Suite.
Noted for his spectacular leaps,
Summerscene,
by
Cecilia gracefulness, skill and precision, at
Jaramillo, promises to change the 19 years Bujones, a Miami native of
program's pace with a suite of Cuban descent, was the youngest
dances choreographed to a section dancer and only American to win a
of Gershwin's Porgy and Bess.
gold medal at the Varna cornBallet II, NMBC's junior petition.
company, will also present Concert
The now 27 -year-old Buj ones has
Waltz, a piece choreographed by
been called the "superman of
Johnston to music by Glazinov.
American Ballet" ranking with
Acclaimed for her versatility aod
Barishnikov and in France
lyrical sense, the 27-year-old
described as "a new Nureyev."
California-bred De Angelo, having
Bujones also received a lot of
been trained in the Cecchetti
method, joined J offrey Ballet in publicity as "the bad boy of ballet"
1973 after touring with that when he said that Barishikov, now
director of the American Ballet
company's junior troupe.

Theatre, "had all the publicity, but
I have all the talent."
Tonight, Albuquerque audiences
will be able to judge for themselves
- the revived local dance corps as
well as the nationally lauded
couple. Critics are expecting fme
performances by both in thi.s
NMBC
Renaissance premiere,
promising to be the ballet event of
the season,
Funded in part by the National
Endowment for the Arts and the
New Mexico Arts Division, NMBC' s Renaissance will be presented
at 8:15 p.m., Fri. Jan. 22 and Sat.
Jan. 23, in Popejoy Hall . Tickets,
available at Tickelmaster locations,
are $10, $12 and $15 with a $2
student discount.

In a Boston hospital
a love affair ends,
·a new one begins,
a Doctor battles
his patient,
and a man learns
the true meaning
of courage.

...

Skills Center

3rd floor Zimmerman Library 277-4560

The Skills Center is a FREE tutorial center located in Zimmerman Library. If you
are enrolled in any of the following courses, you are entitled to tutorial assistance for

ONE OF THE YEAR'S 10 BEST!

that course:

e e

Math 100, 120, 12l, 123, 150, 162
English 100, 101, 102
Social Science 100
Natural Science 100

e e

Time Magazme
Village \/oice
L.A. T1mes
Boston Globe e e e e e Soho News
Dallas Morning News
.

Alex Cutter had afantasy... one his
friends could not escape.

Whose life is it an~ay?

We will help you with homework problems, organizing essays, understanding
reading assignments. etc. We also conduct study groups for all Math and English cour·

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Presents A COONEY·SCHUTE PRODUCTION

RICHARD DREYFUSS · JOHN CASSAVETES

ses.

A John Badham Film

"WHOSE LIFE IS IT ANYWAY?"

For all UNM Students (not only those enrolled in the above courses), we
provide a series of study skills workshops, individual appointments for some reading
problems and CST reviews.

Starring CHRISTINE LAHTI· BOB BALABAN ·Executive Producers MARTIN C. SCHUTE and RAY COONEY· Production Designed by GENE CALLAHAN
Director of Photography MARIO TOSl, A.S.C. · Music by ARTHUR B. RUBINSTEIN· Screenplay by BRIAN CLARK and REGINALD ROSE
Based on the Stage Play "WHOSE LIFE IS IT ANYWAY?" by BRIAN CLARK · Produced by LAWRENCE P. BACHMANN · Directed by JOHN BADHAM
RESTRICTED ~
Metro color·
@1982 METRO-GOLOWYN.MAVER FILM co and SLM ENTERTAINMENT LTD MGM
MGMiUnited Artists

R

~-.~~·

To receive this assistance, you should come to the Skills Center, 3rd floor Zim·
merman Library to make an appointment to see the appropriate tutor. See you there.

ALBUOUERnue PREMIERE!

....

TIMES; 7:00 & 9:15
(Sat.SUn Mat: 2:30, 4:4&1

r·

H./"'C..:' GUll]

3405 CENIR~I NE•255·

j

UNDE"A 11 REQUIRES ~CCOMPANYIHG
PARENT DR !DULT GU!RDI!N

li!f't. .....,., . . . 01

I.

~

NOW PLAYING AT A THEATRE NEAR YOU

~tri!Juhon and Marketing

l'a~e 11, N\'W
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Sports
UNM Golfers Rained Out
Continued rain forced cancellation of the second round of
the Lady Aztec Invitational in El
Cajon, California, leaving New
Mexico 19 shots behind leader
Texas Christian with one round

remaining.

Lucy Casteneda is in fourth
place individually, five shots
from the lead.
rlr:~t Dlif Resulls
lnd/OJI(/Iml: Julie Inkster, San Juse, 71; Jenny

Lklback,

Tcxa~

Christian, '1l; Keli Antlock,

HYU, 75; l.ucyCn~mnrd!l, UNM,76.
Lobes: Ca~tancdu, 76; Kri$ M<Jnaghan, 79;

"It rained and hailed most of
the day," coach Henry Sandles
said Thursday night. "Our
chances of winning are remote
now, and the girls are kind of
down in the dumps about it,"

Dann Howe, 81: Susnn Sander~. 85; Ttu::resa
Schreck, 8$,
Stu.ndings: Texas Cluistlan, 302; San Jose
State, .309; UCJ,..A, 3l3; Ari,;onQ State, 313; New
Me11.ko, 321; South Floridn, J2l: Arizona, 322;
USC. 322; Kentucky, 325; Weber St., J26;

Furman, 326; nYU, 331; U.S. International,
334; CaJ.St. Fullenotl, 338; San Diego St., 340:

Huwpli, 34Z.

ALL ARE WELCOME
-Topic· for] anuary 25th Meeting-

" The Relevance of
Christianity to the
University Community"
Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship
.\londay N ighls - 7: :JOpm to flpm
J nl..rnatioual CPill(•f
1~01! Lomas NE

For more information call:
Debbil• Trujillo 277-3669
l'aul Jt>ffrie; 2(;6-0231

Estes Discusses Women's Budget

Ranked Gymnasts Open Home Slate

Eric Maddy

Nick Greenwalt

Second of a two part series.
Many officials who are currently
defending the need for a $4.5
million athletic budget at the
University of New Mexico say the
money is necessary because of
UNM's commitment to women's
athletics.
But women's athletic director
Linda Estes does not agree.
"I don't think that is a fair
statement," Estes said. "There is
no doubt that UNM has developed
a women's athletic program
without a corresponding increase in
revenue from appropriations from
the state legislature and student
fees.
"If you look at the budgets for
the last few years, our budget has
been growing, but the men's budget
has incr~ased too," Estes said.
"There is no doubt the less money
women have, the better off the
men's financial situation would be.
But by the same token, I could turn
around and say, 'The less money
the men have, the better off our
finances would be."'
Estes said a recent $160,000
budget cut made by the Legislative
Finance Committee from the
women's programs at Eastern New
Mexico, Western New Mexico,
Highlands University and the New
Mexico Military Institute arc not a
trend showing the Legislature's

reluctance to not fund women's
athletics.
"I am very proud of our
Legislature," she said. "New
Mexico is one of the first states to
approve funds specifically tied to
women's athletics.
''One of the reasons the cuts were
made is that the people who support women's athletics didn't go up
and lobby," Estes said. "The
administraion in those schools
needed to line up those supporters.
"I'm sorry to see what happened
with Eastern and Western," she
continued, "It didn't affect us at all
but it hurts the image of women's
athletics in New Mexico."
Estes was reserved in her
assesment of UNM's administrative
effort that seeks funds for women.'s
athletics, "No, I wouldn't say we
have any problems at UNM," she
said. "But we could significantly
increase our efforts in that area.''
The budget crunch could be
eased if some more athletic
programs produced revenue.
"Men's basketball is the only sport
that breaks even or makes money,
and is thus 'self supporting,"' Estes
said. "Twenty years ago men's
basketball averaged 1500 fans per
game, and now they pack the Pit.
Hopefully it won't take us that
long.
"It would help if all sports could
take in money," she continued.

Cross-country
Ski Clinic
Wednesday, January 27
and Saturday, January 30
~or an~one who want; to learn more about
till' po~ular wmter acti•iH;. UNM cross' ountrv 'ki <oath Klau; Weber will conduct
""indoor dink on Wednesdav in Room 124
in Joiln;on Gym at 7 p.m. and then an out·
door< lin1< on Saturdav. Equipment is provid~d through the Intramural' Outdoor Shop.
Public welcome. $2.00

Judo Clinic

Self-defense
Wednesday, February 3
If you want to "get away'' from violence. this
one·evening seminar can be ve'Y useful.
Take advantage ol the expertise of UNM
health, physical educalion, and recrealion in·
struclor Gary Purdue Tn Carlisle Gym from
7:00·9:30 p.m. Sign up in the lntramurals
Office, and wear loose dothing ro the
workshop.
Public welcome $2.00 1

February 1-March 11,
Mondays and Wednesdays

Valentine's
Coli pies Run

Lcwn .Jhout thi' dt1dent art by atrending judo
chmt' 111 tlw Johnson Gym wreslling room
14L on 1'-londd;'S from 5:30·6:30 p.m. and
W<•dne'd"~" from 5:30-7:00 p.m. All clinics
""' tduqht hv Wayne Muxwell. an experienc·
ed judo llblruuor. (ii> (judo outfits) will be re·
qUired lor ,,II piltticipdflts; provide vour own
or "'nl one dt UN/(,1 for $5.
Public welcome. $2.00

Saturday, February 13
Gel a partner and join us for rhe annual UNM
lntramurals Valentine's Couples Run. Com·
bining fhe limes for both runners in !his
three-mile event will determine the v.inners.
Register irt the lntramurals Office by noon
february I 2 (late intry fee $4). Race begins
at I 0:30a.m. Male·lemale wuples only.
Public welcome $3.00

"We could have blown them out
early," coach Doug Hoselton said.
"But we had another poor free
throw shooting game, the second
one in a row."
Four Lobos scored in double
figures, Yvonne McKinnon led the
team with 21 points, Muff Reinert
had 15 points, Allison Foote
contributed 14 markers, and Patty
Hovorka added 11 tallies for UNM,
now 7-9 this year. Ilene Spilsbury
had 28 points and Terry McDermott added 20 for the Lumberjills.
"They were very patient,"
Hoselton said of Northern Arizona,
a team that UNM had defeated 8471 in the Lobo Invitational in
December. "They set a lot of
screens that I thought were illegal
but were not called,

"We ended up playing what we
call a •paint defense,' which means
that unless they began shooting the
ball from outside, our players
should keep one foot in the paint in
the Jane at all time~·~ " "•
"But I have to give Northern
Arizona credit, They played much,
much better than before."
Hoselton said the real bright spot
of the game was the ending. "We
were up by one point with seven
seconds left and they were shooting
free throws, Their player made the
first and missed the second, and we
got the rebound and got off a 16footer that just spun out.
"But when we got in the huddle,
the players just knew they were
going to win,'' Hoselton said. "I
have not seen that kind of confidence in all the time 1've spent at
UNM."
The Lobos will journey to TexasEl Paso for a road game Saturday
night. "Northern Arizona beat
them here earlier this week, but you
can never tell by statistics like
that,'' Hoselton said. "UTEP has
tremendous talent, but are inconsistent at times. "

rtl.niu.x df.ah r.bMign

Hair Cut & Perm

Special

$35.00
-·

Exclusive 15% DISCOUNT to
Students With I.D.

842-8300
2000 Central S.E.

StudentJoinsNational Team

Across from U.N.rn.
Walk-ins Welcome

Hess Yntema, a law and
management student at the
University of New Mexico, has
qualified for the U.S. National
Swimming Team and will leave
Monday to compete against
European teams in Holland and
Paris.

Yntema credits Mike Doane, the
coach of the Lobo Aquatic Club
and an assistant to LJNM coach Bill
Spahn, for helping him make the
team. "He is an outstanding
coach," Yntema said. "l-Ie convinced me that I could become a
world-class swimmer,''

Yntema, at age 28 the oldest
member of the squad, qualified for
the team wtth a fifth place finish in
the 200 meter butterfly event at the
National Long Course Championships in Milwaukee last
August. Yntema said he would
compete in the I 00 and 200 meter
butterfly events, "and perhaps a
relay team."

Yntema, who also works as a
clerk for the Sutin, Thayer and
Browne law firm, said he has been
working out regularly in the
mornings with the UNM swimming
team and got to put in some extra
training over the Christmas break.

"Our toughest competition in
Holland will be the East Germans,''
Yntema said. "And in Paris we
have to face the Russians."

continued on page 11
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Winter
Skiing Trip
We'll be heading out to Woll Creek in Pagosa Springs, Col·
or<ldo. on Friday at 1 p.m .. and we'll return Sunday night.
Thi' (Jdtkag~ deal offers accommodalions at the San Juan
Hole! for lwo night!. and opDortunitles to noss·wunlry ski,
ke·skale, or snowmobile as well as convenient transporta·
tion. Sign up with the Siudent Travel Center in Room 251 of
the New Mexico Union (SUB). Accommodalions are
limited. however, so sign up TODAY. Call 277·2336 for
more inlormalion. Public welcome

"The other sports- swimming,
tennis, golf and skiing - are just
as important, but there is no way
you could sell tickets to a ski
meet," Estes said. "These groups
are out raising funds now.''
One specific area that Estes said
is inadequately funded is the administrative budget for the
department. "It's outrageous," she
·said. "We were only given $2500
for phone calls, paper, paper clips
and other office supplies.
"And our sports information
department used to put out
brochures on our spring sports,"
she said. "But we can't do that
anymore.' 1
Estes said she was disappointed
that the Johnson Gym rennovation
project had its funding cut by the
Board of Educational Finance,
"The project got a bum rap in that
it was believed that the athletic
department was pushing it, when it
wasn't," she said. "I would say 99
percent of the renovation was for
classrooms,
recreation,
intramurals, and those sort of things,
with the rest going for offices for
t.he athletic department, and
women's athletics in particular.

Lobo Women Defeat NAU
The Lobo women's basketball
team battled the elements and the
officials before escaping Flagstaff
with an 80-72 overtime win over
Northern Arizona Thursday night.
The Arizona city was virtually
paralized when 16 inches of snow
fell yesterday. The Lobos were
almost as cold from the free throw
line, hitting only 11 of 36 charity
shots in the foul-plagued game.

and traditional power Nebraska
Saturday,
New Mexico's nationally-ranked
Men's coach Rusty Mitchell said
gymnastics teams arc at home this the winner of this meet should go
weekend in their first home on to win the WAC. Mitchell added
competitions of the year.
he hasn't decided on all of his
The 12th·rf!nked men's team starters yet for the meet but his allfaces Brigham Young Saturday arounders will be Matt Arnot, Mike
night, while the 19th-ranked Schmitt, and Jitn Griego.
Mitchell also said that on
women's squad hosts Southern
Colorado and Texas-El Paso Friday pommel horse he will use Steve

"Basketball, volleyball, softball,
track and field and gymnastics
could realistically help contribute to
their cost.

Also on the team is Rick
DeMont, who won a gold medal in
the 19'12 Olympics but was
disqualified for using medication to
treat asthma. "There are no names
like. Mark Spitz on the team,'' he
said. "But everyone on the squad is
l world-class swimmer.''

Jennings, who should score a9.7 or
9.8.
In the meet the Lobos will start
ten men and the top five scores will
count.
Al 1\lst weekend's Journal meet
he finished second in the horse with
a 9.5, only .05 away from first
place, while wearing a patch over
one eye because of an irritation,
"If Jennings had had his eye
irritation one week earlier he would
have won," Mitchell said, "His
eyes are fine now, "Wednesday he
was · able to work O\lt at full
strength."
"My sight is a little blurry but it
should be normal by Saturday,''
Jennings said.
The women's last meet was Jan.
9 when they won the Berkeley
Invitational, "I'm really anxious to
see them in action again," Coach
Claudia Cagle said, "They've been
looking real good in practice."
The Lobos eclged Nebraska
earlier this year at the Rocky
Mountain Invitational by threetenths of a point, "We're cleaner
and stronger than we were then,''
she said, "pur depth will help us
win/'
The women's ranking is the first
time a UNM women's gymnastics
team has been ranked nationally.
"We're shooting for the top ten
and we won't stop until we get
there," she said.

JOt.'l.dVdl clld

Lobo forward Don Brkovich runs over a NMSU player on his. way to
a slam-dunk as Phil Smith looks on. The Lobos take to the road
again Saturday when they .face UTEP in E/ Paso.

-Estes-.........-----continued from page 10

"I think it's important to point
out that the majority of women in
athletics, including myself, teach
physical education," she said. "I
make no apologies for needing
office space. It is important to have
some, just like student affairs, or
any other teacher.
"And if you talk to the men's
coaches, they think it's a real
bummer being two miles off
campus," Estes said. "If an athlete
wants to talk to a men's coach, he
has to ride a bike, catch a bus, or
drive. Here they can drop by
between classes."
Despite the constant controversy
in the men's department, be it over
transcripts or finances, the effect
has been little on the women's
department. "I don't think
Lobogate has hurt our recruiting,"
Estes said. "The scandal was
strictly limited to the men.

"The worst part of it was the bad
publicity for the University,'' Estes
said. "We work very hard at good
public relations, and we have been
able to maintain it. We look at it
like this: Since it is mostly the
taxpayer's money, we are public
servents try to respond to the
public.''
Estes said she has no complaints
against either the cheerleaders or
Chaparrels, who perform at many
men's events but rarely at women's
games. "1 don't think that we've
really have pushed that a lot," she
said. "1 can't blame them performing before big crowds, like at
the men's games.
"I think the whole women's
rights movement is geared more
towards doing things like participating in athletics rather than
being a support group," Estes said.
"They haven't turned us down for
anything we've asked for."

(To be foUnwed by Open Rusldug
the remainder of the semester.)
For more information, eall 277-4706
o•• emne to the Student Ae-.;ivities Center (S. U .IJ.)
I~XJ)CJ•icuec 'l'hc
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UNMSTUDENT
HEALTH INSURANCE

Open enrollment now for all students who will be carrying 6 or more hours. (Coverage for dependents of eligible
students also available.)
.
.
Enroll at: UNM Cashier's Office; or Student Health
Center beginning Jan. 18, on Mondays, Wednesdays,
and Fridays from 1·3pm; or mail applications and
payments now to the local representative's office at the,
address below. Visa and Mastercharge accepted.

KEYSTONE LIFE
INSURANCE COMPANY
2625 Pennsylvania N.E., Suite 300
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87110 • 884-6827
Enrollment Period Ends
February 8, 1982

•
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AAS103 FoundationofAfro-AmSt 001 03
AAS 285 Blacks in La! Am •...... 001 03
AOA
H ist 387 ...••.....•.•.•.• 001
AAS 290 Black Theol & Phil ...... 001 03
AAS 295 Educ & Col W Africa .... 002 03
AAS 299 Black Leaders in US , ... 001 03
AAS325 Afro-AmHist11 ........ 001 03
AAS 391 Problems .... , .....••. 001 1-03

MW3·4:15pm
M W F 2-2:50pm
TTh 2-3:15pm
W 6:30-9:15pm
W 4:00-6:15prh
M 6:30-9:15pm
ARR

MH115
MH 207

MH 106 =
MH 212 _
MH 204
MH217 =
Okunor ~
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Afro-American Studies
1819 Roma NE (just west of campus police)
For more information call277·5645
.
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New Mexico Daily Lobo
Classified Advertising
131 Marror1 Hall
277-5656 for rates or information

Da the Trick
1. Personals
WIIV GO JT alone? Delta. Sigma Pi invites you to
meet the chapter on January 28th at 8:00 p..m. In
room 100 at the Anderson School of Management.
1128
R~;QlJIIIEil HEAiliNG CAN be a drag but at
Newsland Rending It's a plea$Urevlsit. Albuquerque's
finest and oldest Newstand. We offer the largest
1election of periodicals In the State. Qn Central across
from UNM, next to Gamcworld.
128
ACCl'RATE IN~'ORMATION ABOUT con·
tfilceptlon. sterllil~tion, abortion. Right to Choose,
294-0171.
Jfn
PIU;GNANO' Tf:STING & COUNSELING. Phone
247-9819.
lfn
I'ASSI'ORT, IMMIGRATION, J.D. photos. 3 for
S6.00! l Lowest prices in town! Fast, plcaling, short
walk from UNM.. (.'all 265·2·144 or come to 123
Wellc~Jey S.E., between Girard and Carlisle, corner
nf Silver. Hours: 10·6 weekdays, Saturday 9·5.
tfn
C'ONTACTS·POUSJIING, SOLUTIONS Casey
Opt.lcl)l Company on Lomas just west of Washington.
tfn
w•: IIOT DIS1RIIIliTORS. Prescription eyeglass
frame•· Greenwich Village (Lennon Styles), gold
nmlm. $54.~0 (regular $65.00). Pay Less 0pticians,
~007 Mcnaul N. ll., ncross from LaBclles.
lfn
WOI'tU:N'S m;AI:rll s•:RVICE UNM, Student
llenllh Center Annual exams for PAPS, con·
ttaccpunn,

co~nseling
277·~136.

abortion

and

other

gynocologkalscrvices .
1129
ONLY $2,35. TWO farm·frcsh eggs, two homemade
chemical free sausage patties, two.slices of toast, free
green chili. Opcn7 a.m. Morning Glory Care. Corner
of Girard, Central and MonteVbta26R-7040.
tfn
lli\'ORn: ANII I'ERSONAL Growth Seminar
begin~ Feb. 9th for ten Tuesdays, 1·9 p.m. Call
Barbara llrown 883·0121: Walter Polt 266·3421,
215

I n;AR ANNIV.:RSARl' Dance with Jams
Unlimited, January 22nd from 9·1 a.m. In the
SUD \VA\', Northwest lower lc.vcl of the New Mexico
Union, $Z students, Sl general,
1122
RAISBOW PLAn: WJ:LCOMES you back. Come
••• us when you can. 555·B Wyoming N. E., 10 a.rn.-7
~m
Jill
65 ('F.NTS, Til AT'S all for a deluxe hamburger Wilh
lettuce, tomatoes, pickle and raw onion at Doonlcs,
Corner University and Central.
1119
IIOUSK.,, FOOTII"LI., PJ.AYGIRL.. We have all
types or magazines and paperbacks. Look for In store
1122
Wctlals, N . M. Union Mercado.
I.OOK INTO AM·PllO marketing for part·1ime
bulincss opportunity, C:otltnct Kevin, 881·9501. l/22
l9 n:NTS FOR hoi apple turnover at Doonies.
CorncrUni-.rsitY and Contra!.
1/29
f'OJlF:IG:'IIER TICKF.TS FOR sale. Call Gary ater
1115
5:00PMal299·1111.
WOMEN SOCCEJl PLAn:Rs needed. Call 842·
5038 cvening5.
1125
tERI 11. GOOD luck in school, I'm behind you,
Love, 8.
1116
TIIETINSf:I. TOWN Muggeris back.
1126
(GRAND RE-OP.:NING SUBWA \' Station Dance),
Party with South Side and D.. J. Jams. Unlimited,
JahUary 23rd from 9·1 am, Northwest lower level or

PURSE BELONGING TO Marcella ManZ>narcs
round in Student Union on Wed., Jan. 20, Claim
room 131 Marron Hall.
l/28
FOUND: VALUABLE RING near Mesa Vista. Call
247'!1497, days to identify.
1/22
I.OST; GLASSES, LIGHT blue plastic rrames,
Reward. Call888·3174, 6 p. m.• JO p.m.
1/28
J)JD VOU ADOPT the grey and black tiger kitten
found b)' lhe people at the Ernie Pyle Memorial
Library? Pkase call 255·2240, evenings and
weekends.
l/27
FOUND GOLil RIMMED glasses outside Scholl's
Hall. Claim at Marron Hall room !31.
1125
CUlM YOUR I.OST UNM 1,0, in rm, Ul Marron
Hall: Janet Bond, Sandra Bo~nton, Christopher
llurnett, William Castle, Joanne Frozier, Erik
Galloway, Gary Gilbert, Carol Glassheim, Jan.lee
Goodhart, Cynthia Hennigan, James Jennings, Jon
Knudsen, Mark Manhart, Kalherlnc McCowan,
Monica Orozco, Martha Padilla·Garcla, Trisha
Roberts and Terri Duncan.
1/22
CLAIM YOUR LOST !'~<sessions at Campus Police
8:00a.m. to4:00 p.m. daily,
1fn

3. Services
GUITAR Lt:SSONS, INSTRUMENTS and rentals.
MARC'SCultarCentcr, 143 HarvardS,I!. 265·3315.
tfn
PROf'ESSIONAL TYPING BV Engllsh/MA editor.
Vast experience with dissertations, papers. Editing
available. 266-9550.
3/1
A·l TYPIST· n:RM papers, resumes299·8970.
2/12
t'AST ACCURATE TYPING Includes corrections,
spelling, grammar, punctuation. TypArt 105 Stanford SE 262·1865.
1/26
PROFESSIONAL Tl'PING REASONABLE,
ll~tcnslve sccrelarial experience, IBM Selectric Ill.
Call299·62!!6 or299·2676.
1/29
PARKING SPACES f'OR rent, come to 116~
Colombia S.E. for more Information. Walking
distance lo U.N.M.
l/22
CALL ACULf:X FOR nil word processing needs:
Theses, dissertations. resumes. 831·3181,
l/22
PROf"ESSIONAL TYPING.
REASONABLE.
Extensive secretarial experience. IBM Selectric Ill.
299-6256/200·2676.
l/29
GUITAR INSTRUCfOR, CI.ASSICAL, other
styles. 867·3158.
1129
TYPING FllOM THE Word Co. We use a word
processor for qultk turnaround time and accurate
changes. Call247-2326..
1/29
DI\'INE FITSt:WING, l\f..W.F, 1·5,247·8236, l/22
IIOMt: TYPING/EDITING Service, relited English
professor. S(leliing, grammar, confidcnliality
guaratuecd. 292-3431.
1129
HEARTBEAT MUSIC ENTERTAINMENT Ser•
vice. Mobile Sound System, Lights, D.J, Fraternity,
Sorority, Privat~ or Business Parties. 298-5028. 2/S

4. Housing

TilE CITADEL-SUPERB location ncar lJNM and
doWntown. Bus service every 30 minutes. I bedroom
or efficiency, rrom 5205. All utilities paid. beluxc
kitchen with dishwasher and disposal, recreation
room, swimming pool, TV room and laundry, Adult
~&ua
tm couples. no pets. 1520 University NE, 243'2494. Jfn
I.EARN TO DANCf: Free at Dance Club, f:ce ad· HOUSESITTER: I AM looking for an apartmcnl or
minion this Friday, 7::10·9:30, SUB Ballroom. 1/22 house to housesit during spring semester (or earlier).
SORORITY SPRING RIJSII January24th-Febtuary Excellent references and enjoy gardening and yar·
tfn
2nd, For mole information call 277..j706 (Student dwork. Catherine, 242·1228,
Acthilics).
1125 FOR RENT: EFFICIENCY apartment, 1410 Girard
roREIGNf:R TICKF.TS: CONCERT February 9th, N.l!., SIBS/mo., all utilities paid, StOll security
294·2332.
1127 deposit. Fuliy furnished-security lodes and laundry
raeilities. No children or pels. Please call berore 6:00
W!IV GO IT Alone? Ddta Sigma Pi invites you tO in the evening, 266-8392.
2/tl
meet the chapter on January 28th al 8:00 p.m. in
AVAILABLE NOW, UTILITIES paid. E.F.F. •l &
room I00 ntthe Andcrso9 School ar Management.
1/28 2 bedrooms, 10 percen! of( rot U.N.M. students,
cable TV, 3 pools, Aspen Apartmenls, 881•3$70, 4501
STUDENTS INT.:Rf:STED IN working for Toney Shepard Rd. N.E.
2/9
Anaza's gubernatorial campaign, call Kevin llreena!
822·0600, for more inrormntlon.
1/28 A'ITRACTIVE l BEilROOM apartment, rurnlshed,
uiilftles paid. $280 ntonth, Sl40 deposit, No pets. 440
CLOWN AROUND! LEARN Magic, .Nggling, and Princeton S.E., 255-6131.
1125
Mime with Michael Anthony. Dance Makers SJudio,
298-4440/242·5092.
I122 COUNTR\' LIVING VET close in. Soper mini-farm.
Nifty 2Bit plus double garage plus workshop plus
SS BUYS BEST TIP of the week, Daily Lobo will pay outbuildings plus horse facllitles. !I; acre. Excellent
SS for the besl news tip we receive every week. South Valley location. S4~,900. AssUmable loan. Call
S()Utces can remain con!1dcnlial, but Editor niust Joyce Gammill eves. 345-4868. RE/MAX North
have your name to pay winner. 271-5656, ask ror Valley, Inc. 345·8506.
1122
Newsroom,
trn
ONE BLOCK UNM furnished, I bedroom tWin or
EXCELLENT TYPIST NEEDED 10 type MA thesis double beds, $235 inclUdes utililies. Varsity House,
in Frcn<h. I< nowlcdge of French requited, Will pay 141 Columbia SE, 268-0525.
1/28
going rate. Cnll345-4127 after S.
1/22
Sf:ARCHING FOR HOUSING? Residence halls are
PI,A \'hOY, PENTIIOliSt; • HACK Issues '1.99 each your answer for ma.dmum convenience to campus
with student I. D. at Hal( Price Books, UniVersity at comfort and economy In housing and rood service.
Central, 9 a, m... fl p.m.
/28 Space is available ror Spring semesler . but apply
1
f'EI.DENKRAIS AWARENESS T!IROUGH carly!lnquite, Lal'osada 201, weekdays 9-4, Or, call
movement. P.l!. 193 section 015 . Meets1'·Th 2·3:1.1. 277·2606.
1/22
lh<Jtuetor MaryAnn Khanlian 897•2028.
1/28 CAMPUS 3·ROOM HOME, $90 1 ruUy fenced, kids,
WEIGIIT·EATING CONTROL l!J'oUp, Wednesdays pets fine. SunRentnls. Reusablefce. 262•1751. 1/22
4 pm Or, Lawrence GMdl!ve, 110 Vasser S.E, 2S~ BIKE TO CL"SS, Huge 3·bedroom, 2·baJhs, fenced,
t5S3.
1128 kids, pets. $260. Sun ltcnlnls, reusable fee. 262·175L
I/22
N,E, CAMPUS, I BDR house, fully fenced, $100,
kids, pets. sun Rentals, reusable fee. 262·17S f, 1/22
CUTE 1 BEDROOM, Near campus, SI6S•. Newer
SMALL BLACK FEMAI.t; dog. Found at carpets, kids, pels. Sun Renlals, reusable fee, Z62•
lteglstratlo:t Center. BS4·~7Z7, 292·1398.
1/26
rm..
1122

2. Lost & Found

ON•; BEDRQOM UNFURNISIIED apanment.
Clean, fenced, quiet, very secure, pets welcome. $175
monlh· utilities included. 884-7769,265.9273.. 1122
FOR RENT: CORRALES fully furnished. Three
bedroom, new adol>e on river. Fireplaces, slereo,
T.V., piano, microwave, washer and dryer, dishwasher. Bar$aln rate for 6 mo, lease. 277·5104 or 898·
0860. Will accept three stu~ents.
1122
SMALL ONE BEDRQOM apartment. Old Town
area, $(20 per month, Mature, responsible student,
call 843·6843. First and last month, deposit.
I /22
ONE BEDROOM CON.DOMINIUM S.E.. near
UNM. Carpeted, swimming pool, jacuzzi, laundry.
One block to golf course and supermarket, ~27~
includes utilities, $100 deposit c~ll877·1222,
1125
WANTED- FEMALE ROOMMATE (serious
student) to share 2-bedroom duplex with piano, Easy
bus to UNM . SIOO a month plus ulilities. Call 2567531 or86S-512$,
2/1
E.'}'J<;IE;NCV $135, UTILITIES paid, furnished,
laundry facilities, 881·9004, 292·2183.
1/2~
ONE BEDROOM $160 plus gas, 416High St. S,E.
881·9004 or292·2183.
1/25
\'!BLOCK FROM UNM, nice, clean, quiet, 3bedroom house to share, one room left, compleJely
furnished, ~tilitics paid. $190 mo., $150 deposit, 265·
3297.
.
1126
A HOUS.I\ FOR RENT three bedroom near
university, partially furnished. Available February
268-9167, evenings or weekends.
1126
EAGLES NEST CONDO. Low price of $28,400 and
assumable mortgage with eleven & 7/8 percent in·
tcrest make this allmclive 1-bdrm. condo an e~cellrnt
bargain. Pool, iacuzzl & laundry racillties are some or
\he amenities offered. Close to UNM, tennis, golf.
Owner/agent 256-9589,
1/27
FOR RENT [MONTIIS free rent) 126 Altez NE. 2.·
· bdrm for $210 or 205 Espanola NE, 2·bdrnl'forSI95.
No pets, water paid, 292·1606, Elaine T. James Co,
Realtors,
l/28
FOR SALE [EXECUTIVE home-nearly new-near
UNM) 3215 Perdue Pl. NE, ~·bdr.rn with greatroom,
Call for details, 292-9606 . Elaine T. James Co.,
Realtors.
1/28
FOR LEASE, 7404 Gary Court NE . Executive thr,ee
and den. Double garage for .lease to a nice family,
$650,00, Call for details, 292-1606, Elaine T. James
Co .. Realtors.
1/28
LARGE CUSTOM SOUTHWESTERN home near
UNM in need ofTLC but will sell cheap. DrivebySIS
Tulane NE and call Susan Beard, the university area
$pecialist, at Walker· Hinkle Realty, 256·3814 or 268·
4551.
l/22
RENTAL HOUSES GALORE, Red Rooster Really,
247·8647,
2/1
AVAILABLE J..J0-82 ROOM ror rent (walking
distance to U.N . M.). $150 month, Kitchen and
laundry privileges. References a must, 255·301 l after
5:00.
1123
IIOUSEM"TE WANTED. NON·SMOKER, non·
religious. Sunny house, yard, washer, $160/mo.,
utilities paid. Terry, 243·6487.
1/23
ROOMMATE WANTED: MALE or female to share
2 bedroom house in S.. W. Valley, S!OO/mo. plus
Utilities. Car pool available, 242·7486 afterS:OO,
l/23

FOR RENT2·BDRM hardwood floors. fireplace, hot
tub In yard. Ideal for one couple and single person.
S315 per month. Close to campus call Shirley 268·
5214.
1126
A HOUSE FOR RENT three bedroom neat
university, partially fUrnished, Available February
268-9167, evenings or weekends.
1/26
f'OR RENT, UNFURNISHED, $180 month,. I
bedroom, renccd yard, pets, off slreet parking,. DD,
block orr central, 163 Mesilla NE, 266-3897.
l/26
FOR RENT, l BEDROOM, living, dining, kitchen.
bath, finished basement, hardwood floors, near
campus, bus service, screen porch, fireplace, S38S
month, 242·4995 days, 821·!1701 nights.
1/29
IIOUSEMATE WANTED: MATURE (emalc to
share quiet, studious environment. Non-smoker. SI2S
plus one half. 265·2524.
1/22
ATTRACTIVE ONE BEDROOM ncar Can·
delatia/Carlble, NE. Clean, carpeted, fireplace,
dishwasher, patio. Pet allowed. Lease flexible. S200
plus utilities. 268-4488, 293-8717.
1/27
ROOMMATE WANTED: GRAD. or mature person
to share 3 bedroom, 2 bath house orr Girard In S.E.,
St50/mo. plus lJ.i ulil. Call David, 211-2505, days.
l/27
NEED FEMALE ROOMMATE to share J BDR .
hoU<e, vicinity Carlisle & Lomas. SI2S a month plus
V. utilities, 266-4922 aftersix or Sunday.
1/27
I.OVELV, NF:WLY RENOVATED home • un·
rurnished. 2·bedroom1 I Vi bath, large living ar~.
country kitchen, Ncar university. $350 plus utilities.
143·3441.
1/27
l·BEDROOM UNFVRNISIIED FOR rent, 3-blocks
from UNM. orr-street parking,. $199/mo. Available
now! I I 266-6872 (days), 292·5935 (nights).
l/27
WANTED·FEMALE ROOMMATE (serious
student) to share 2•bedroom duple•. with piano,
Easy/bus to UNM. $100/mo. plus utilities. Caii2S67S31 or865•5125.
212

5. ForSale
BRAND NEW Tl·30 scientific calculators, Only
SIO.OO. Call Linda after 5:00 265-9102.
IllS
WE BOT DISTRIBUTORS Prescription eyeglass
frames. Greenwich Village (Lennon styles), gold,
rimless. SS4.50 regUlar $65,00. Pay Less Opticians,
$007 Menual N.E . across from LaBelles.
tfn
TWO SCHWINN CONTINENTAL 10 speeds. One
21 inch men's frame, one 21 inch women's frame,

Covered
Wl"ago.n
Makers of Handmade
Indian Jewelry
OLDTOWN

MORE THAN BAGS
Just arrived:
Jordache Dresses &
Corduroy Skirts
and Tops
MON·HII 10·6rwn !>A I'J·5f11n
10 I ( hrtirll ~.I:.

lloth tn excellent .condition, $100 each, 242-0275,
evenings,
l/22
FOR SAI.E, IBM Composer, 1976 model N62Sl.
Manual justification does professional typesetting,
Ten fonts included-fonts worth $410 alone, Good
condition, original price $5400.00, you pay $2000,()1),
Call (904)375-6UQO,
1/22
BICYCLE SALE 10 .PERCENT off on :Oertln and all
bicycles over $300. World Champion Bicycles, 300
YaleS.E., 268-5697.
1/22.
FOR SALF;: VAMAII" pro Tenor ~a., Bundy flute.
Selmar C-star medal mouth piece, and clar.inet
stands. Everything for $900, All In excellent condillon, 294-0310 after S.
!/22
SANVO COMP "CT RF.FRIGERATOR. m.ust sell,
Call Rob early anprnings, 268-0512.
1125
B-FLAT TENOR S"XAPHONE Sonora made in
Germany, Exeelle.nt shape $325.00, Ed 2!19·8688 M·
Th after 8pm,
I/2S
IIP·38C CALCULATOR, application books and
accessories, $129 . 95, IBM typewriler $275, 881-5031.
1/21
23" COLOR TV console, sound OK, Picture .i.s oo
psychadelics. $75 and it's your trip. <;all Su at 821·
7007 evenings.
l/26
IIP·41CV C!,LCUJ,ATOR $\'STEM, 319 registers,
card reader, bar code reader, printer, application
programs, .PPC liOM, plus extras. Excellent con•
ditlons, $1000. Call evenlngs821·7007,
1126
IIP·38C USED ONE semester, SSO, 266-6601 after
6pm.
212
1?74. YELLOW CIIEVROLET Vega Kammback
staJion wagon. Has S·A·78XI3 nearly new tires· cost
of tires $416.80. Motor needs rings or overhaul. Paid
$800, will take $600. Can be seen at 1620 Lead SE,
Apt, Hh, Albuquerque, New Mexico 8710(; (ask far
Murry),
1/21
1977 HONDA STN. WAGON Fwd, 23·32 mpg,61k
miles, Am·Fm cassette, rack, records kept $3175, Call
242-3037..
l/22
SIIF.PIIERD PUPPIES $25,00 Call 843-9134 orstop
at 2605 McEarl S,E. (Ncar SOil Columbia) mornings.
l/25
I.. P,'S, CASSETTES $2,49 each With s(udell! j .. D. at
Hair Price Books Records and Magazines. University
at Central.
1/29

6. Employment
PART·TIME JOB afternoons and evenings. Must be
21 years old. Apply In person, no phone calls, please,
Saveway Liquor Stores at 5704 Lomas NE, 5Sl6
Mcnaul NE.
4/15
WORK·STUDY STUDENTS SEEKING ern•
ployment for spring semester, please apply at Food
Service orfice in Student Union BUilding,
1/22
STUDENTS INTERF.STED IN employment ror
Spring Semester apply at Food Service office in
Student Union Building,
1/22
THE UNM SPECIAL Services Program. needs tutors
In all areas, particularly English, Math, Chemistry,
Physics, Biology, Computer Science, Economics, and
Engineering, Rate of pay is $3,65 p/h and up
depending on qualifications. Oraduate students and
npperclass undergraduates are encouraged to apply.
Work·study students preferred. For an Interview
appointment, come by Mesa Vfsta2013,
1/22
PART·TIMEPASTE-UP/LAVOUTnrtiUwithgood
typing skills. E~pcrlenced only. W()rk afternoons,
occasionally Saturday. Phone 842·9040.
1122
IIOUSf:CLEANINC; NEEDED, ONE evening every
two weeks. $4.00 per hour. Rererences rcqufred. Call
884·9376 evenings.
1125
Llf"EGUARIJ, SWIMMING INSTRUCTOR WSI
certified, Part time, YMCA 301 Broadway N.E. 242·
7245.
!125

~
~

TJlECATS

MEOJU

S£ttJNIJHANO CLOrHES

NElli q t/S£0
lor WDMfN, MEIJ 4 CHIL.DREN

YOt/ REMEMBER THOSE GO.OD
,
OLD PRICES ON CLOTHES 1
WE STILL HAVE THEfrl!
JJOI-C£NrRAL,.$£
fD·:S:.JOir{Dof·FRI

255 ~8.330

P· J

.S~T

EARN S20·30 RAISING runds for Acorn In CQm·
munity Tag Day this !?atorday, For lnrormation call
247-9792from 9·3:00 or 8·10:00,
l/29
WALGREENS AT JU"N Tabo and Montgomery is
now hiring for part-time cashiers. Nights and
weekend hours. Experience desired, Apply ln person.
l/26
PART TIME AND full time telephone calling.
Jmme~iate wor~. $3 . ~0 an hour plus !>onus, call76S·
5125,
l/22
I NEED SOMEONE to iron my shirts. Your place or
mine, Charge by the piece or by the hour, All details
discussed. Call268·72l9,
1/22
J>ERS9N TO ASSIST with solar greenhouse display,
Four davs per week including Saturday and Sunday
call28l·5749 for details.
l/25

7. Travel
EARN THREE FINE arts credits In New York over
Spring break. StiiJ.a few spaces, Jan, 27!1) deadline, 8.
days, 5 shows. Call292·7195,
'
!126
SHUFl'LE OFl' TO Buffalo and say it in the .Lobo.
tfn

8. Miscellaneous
BACKPACKS· BEST PRICES around. Kaufmans • a
real Army· NaY)' store, 504 Vale S,E., 256-0000. 1/22
BIBLE CLASSt;S l'OR college credit, Chrisli'lll
Student Center, 130 Girard NE, 265·•1312. Check it
out!.
1127
COLD1 REALLY? WHY?
Genuine 01 field
jackets, wool pants and shirts, hats and gloves. Great
prices. Kaurmans· a renl Aormy·NBvy store, 504 Yale
S.E., 256-0000.
J/22
FREE BEER, WI~IE etc.• , over $75 coupons, Bill
ofFareRestaurantGulde. U.N.M. BooksJorc. 2/12
TASTE BUDS NEED something new, try our bulk
candy, 10 cents off any bulk candy. N.M. Union
Mercado.
Jill

9. Las Noticias
GAY/LESBIAN STUDENT Union, Meets Tuesday
1·26, 7:30p.m,, S.U.B.2SOA.
1/26
OPENING RECEPTION ASA Gallery, 7 p.m., Jan,
22. Firs! show 1982, lnslallatlons. Downstairs SUB,
M·F, 11·4 p.m., 277·2667.
l/22
MALt: VOLUNTEERS NEEDED for medical
research project, Only one Saturday required. For
more information call262·018l between S·IOpm.
lt26
ROLI.ING STONE, LAMPOON Heavy Metal, Life,
Looks magazines rrom 1896Jo 1981 halfprlceal Hair
J>riee Books Records Magadnes.. University at
Cen!ral9am·ll pm.
l/2il
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CITY

Special
2 slices
pepperoni pizza
& large drink

for $2.08
reg. $2.70
w•cou~on only l11tJ

1•24
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127 Hatvard SE

Vz bl. S of Central

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
1 Tessera
5 Baby's bed
9 Stroke
12 Dye plant
13 Rockfish
14 Consumed
15 Preposition
16 Protective
ditch
18 Gratuity
20 Preposition
22Halt
24 Algonquian
Indians
27 Woody plant
29 Silkworm
31 Land parcel
32 Revise
34 Wigwam
36 Compass pt.
37 Ch!ef
39 Bombard
41 Man's name
42 Lamb's pen
name
44 Hebrew festival
45 Legal deg.
47 Nobleman
49 Sailors
50 Ogles
52 Very precise
54 Scale note
55 Dude
57 Arrow polson
59 Greek letter
61 Expire
63 Rescue
65 Small nail
67 Siri
68 Roman date
69 Toward shelter
DOWN
1 Siamese
native

2 Casually
3 Chinese mile
4 Shade tree
5 Container
6 Sharp reply
7 Preposition
8Cudge!
9 Of the Pope
10 Near
11 Tellurium
symbol
17 Bone
19 Exists
21 Tolls
23 Baker's
products
25 Meeting
26Guldes
27 Mexican dish
28 Grafted: Heraldry
30 Emmets
33 Valley
35 Waste allowance
38 Disturbance

Answer to Friday's Puzzle

40 Hebrew
month
43Come
46 Put off
48 Eats
51 Thus
53 Earth goddess

56 Greek letter

58 Greek letter
60 Musical inst.
61 From: Lat.
62 Negative prefix
64 Paid notice
66 Man's name

f•

